GAME LODGE
& Conference Venue

An upmarket getaway destination that will revive your soul and get you to experience
nature, comfort and authentic top-of-the-range African hospitality.

B

e prepared to embark on a life-altering
journey when you enter the gates of the
MACKOUWKUIL LODGE, with its abundant
dams, a winding river and various wild animal
species. This hidden treasure is nestled deep
inside the spectacular Waterberg biosphere in
the Limpopo Province, about three hours north
of Johannesburg. The 1200-hectare property is
secluded in a malaria-free area, and completely
surrounded by other game farms. The beauty of
creation is in full splendour at this park and the
décor honours the heritage and hope of the
setting, with contemporary African style,
including warm woods, local art and textiles, and
inviting natural colours.This tranquil setting is also
the ideal destination for business, church, and
NGO groups to host conferences, teambuilding
sessions, company retreats, seminars, or
weddings and even larger family reunions, catering for a variety of group activities for groups
ranging in size from 4 to 80 people.

Facilities

or just reflect and relax. In the centre of the
main lodge is a large welcoming, family-style
dining room, warmed by a cosy fireplace
during cooler winter evenings. Our chefs take
pride in their mouth-watering healthy meals.
And, after a long hot day, what could be more
relaxing than a cool dip in the sparkling blue
swimming pool, followed by storytelling
around the campfire in our boma or in the
one-of-a-kind lapa on the water.

Conference Options
Two state-of-the-art conference rooms (one
35-seater and one 70-seater), or our marquee
tent next to the water, which can cater for
120 day guests, make this the ideal venue
for weddings and conferences. The lodge has
a fibre-optic network connecting all rooms, be it
the conference, accommodation or the entertainment areas. The internet is connected via a
dedicated tower, giving us unparalleled
Wi-Fi internet speed. Major cellular reception
is available.

The Main Lodge serves as the hub of activity on
the Campus. Nestled between a scenic ridge
and a serene dam, the lodge houses various
large and comfortable gathering spaces for
Our rangers are keen to point out and educate
visitors to connect with one another, worship,
guests on our wildlife species, including Golden

Game Drives and More

Wildebeest, Kudu, Buffalo, Giraffe, Impala,
Eland, Waterbuck, Crocodile, Bush Buck,
Sable, and perhaps even our elusive Leopards
or even a visiting wild dog pack on our
“Serengeti savannah stretch” between the
mountains. Our signature species, a dozen
resident Hippos, are often found right in front
of the conference centre in the dam. Bring your
camera and walk freely in the enclosed lodge
camp amongst our safer species.

Accommodation
MACKOUWKUIL can accommodate 70+ guests.
Our beautiful 13 traditional thatched, or the newly
upgraded 12 luxury rooms are the pinnacle of
refinement and opulence in game lodge accommodation. All of the 25 rooms accommodate one
or two guests. Rooms are air-conditioned, Wi-Fi
enabled and decorated with elegant African wood
beds and writing desks, striking photography of
local wild animals, an in-room safe, and a
restroom accented with amenities, fluffy towels,
and a hair dryer. Rooms are fitted with bar fridges
and their own coffee stations.

Our two mountain guesthouses can jointly
accommodate another 4 to 6 guests and is ideal
for executive retreats and planning. The MANOR
HOUSE with its large window view over the main
lake has just been opened as VIP accommodation for 2 to 4 people.

Exclusive Tented Camp
The Hippo Lodge features private conference
options for 10 to 12 and the Tented Camp offer
four luxurious tents with private decks and
spectacular views, located right on the water.
Tents are air-conditioned and each has a modern
en-suite bathroom, with an outdoor open-sky
shower. High end corporate staff rooms for our
guests are available at the Hippo Lodge for
2 to 7 people sharing. This lodge has large
outside patios and a huge open meeting place.
The Rock Pool next to the Tented camp has an
exclusive plated dining option and kitchen for
groups of up to 12 guests overlooking the river
and makes it possible for the Tented guests to
have private gatherings away from the main
lodge and other conference guests.

“The campus setting and tent accommodation is in a complete class of its
own. Having traveled on business globally and stayed at some of the very
best hotels and conference resorts I was again proudly South African after
my stay at Mackouwkuil. The place is a gem in the Waterberg and its TEN
program is making an impact on Africa”
- Mr Maurice Radebe: Founder and Chairman of Unleashing Leadership Potential

All told, Mackouwkuil Lodge and Conference Venue promises to be an experience you will never
forget and one which may only be surpassed by your repeat visits. For more information or
enquiries, visit www.mackouwkuil.co.za.
• Cell: +27 81 272 9766 • Email: receptionist@mackouwkuil.co.za

Mackouwkuil is also the TEACH
EVERY NATION (TEN) campus
and is often used to train pastors
and leaders from all over Africa.

Please enquire about special rates for church groups at info@mackouwkuil.co.za

www.mackouwkuil.co.za

